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eclassifieation of HEU production information by the DOE
1994, Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Lcary declassified an estimate of
amount of highly enriched uranium produced in the United States. The
-z site in Oak Ridge made about 4S3 tonnes between 1945 and 1964.
)rtsmouth made another 5 11 tonnes from 1956 until 1992, for a total of about
14 tonnes of -IEU. DOE officials say that this value remains uncertain for
veral reasons. There are poor records for the first two decades of the proamme. In addition, an unexpected uncertainty is the difficulty in properly
counting for both the further enrichment of HEU to WGU at a later time and
- blending down of HEU to LE-U. causing the total HEU inventory to
crease as a result.
:or example, from August 1945 until 1947, nbout I tonne of weapon--grade
mium was made in l eta calutrons in the Y-12 Plant by further enriching over
onnes of mostly 30 per cent IIEU from the nearby K-25 gaseous-diffutsion
mnt. (Before August 1945, alpha and beta calutrons produced just tens of kilo:ms of HEU.) This cxample shows that total production should be reduced by
annes. The DOE has said that the further enrichment of LIEU to veapon.le occurred often enough to severely complicate any cursory attempt to
uce the uncertainty in the estimate of total historical l-EU production.
.s of mid-1996, the DOE had not released information about the enrichment
-Is of the 1IEU it had produced or the amount that was dedicated to specific
ooses. Most of it is expected to be weapon-grade, although DOE officials
said that a significant amount of this HEU was not weapon-grade and was
luced before the 1964 cut-off in HEU production for wveapons.
February 1996, the Secretary of Energy announced that the DOE would

luce a report detailing the production, use, disposition and inventories of
ring the past 50 years. She said the report would be completed in
. year. Because this report will be considerably more difficult to accom*ithan the DOE's similar plutonium report (see chapter 3), the release date
:pected to be delayed to at least late 1997.
ntil production for weapons ceased, the enrichment complex produced
!t 150 million SWU, a: an average tails assay of about 0.3 per cent. About
nihlion SWU of this total is estimated to have gone towards producing low- :hed uraniui for plutonium production reactors, experimental reactors and
power reactors. The rest went to the production of HEU, resulting in the
uction of an equivalent of roughly 725 tonnes of weapon-grade uranium.
shown below, naval reactors have required in total about 100 tonnes of

or cent enriched uranium. Assuming that HEU production after 1964 was
:ipally for naval reactors, then the equivalent of roughly 825 tonnes of
.on-grade uranium has been produced in total. This amount is equivalent to
a Hippel. E. Albright. D. and Levi. B.. uantities of Fissire Afaavkls io US tnd Sovict Mu:!ecr
as Arsenals. PU/CEES Report no. 16S (Center for Energy and Environment3l Studies. Princeton
sity: Princeton. N. J.. July 1935); and Cochran. T. B.. aet
e. NRDC. N:uclear Werpons Datchook.
US Nuclear WarheadProduccion (Ballinger Cambridge. Mass.. 1937).
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170 million SWU, assuming that the tails assay of the naval enriched uranium
was between about 0.2 and 0.25 per cent. This amount of SWVU implies that the
average enrichment of the 994 lonnes of HEU is about 80 per cent, assuming a
weighted tails assay of 0.0029. :,;
For the purposes of illustration, it can be assumed that the HEU is divided
into two categories-weapon-grade uranium and non-weapon-grade HEU of a
fixed average enrichment. Although the enrichment level of the non-weapongrade material varied, the average is a convenient measure and we choose an
enrichment level near the middle of the possibilities, or about 45 per cent. At an
average enrichment of 45 per cent, the brcakdown is about 280 tonnes of 45 per
cent enriched material and 715 tonnes of weapon-grade uranium. If instead,
30 per cent is picked as the average enrichment level, the breakdown is
210 tonnes non-weapon-grale and 785 tonnes weapon-grade uranium.
In addition to revcaling the total HEU production, the DOE has declassified
the information that about 259 tonnes of lHEU were stored at 13 sites as of
31 December 1993 (located as shown in figure 4.1). Although the inventories at
many sites are relatively fixed, the inventory at the Y-12 Plant is growing as
HEU is shipped there after weapons are dismantled at the Pantex weapon
assembly and disassembly facility in Texas. DOE officials have said that a new
nventory estimate is unlikely to be released, because of concerns that it could
;provide a method to derive classified nuclear weapon information. !
The rest of the 994 tonnes produced, about 736 tonnes, is contained i two
bradThHad
os
dedicbradgroupings. Tefirst an
otimportant category includesE'
ated to the nuclear arsenal or stored at the Pantex site. The other is IIEU allo-
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cated to or consumed in the naval, civil and production reactor fuel cycle,
nuclear tests or exported to other countries. This latter category is in essence a
draw-down in the total HEU inventory. After subtracting the value from
736 tonnes, the resulting quantity is the amount dedicated to nuclear weapons.
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HEU has been used for many purposes other than nuclear weapons. According
to a US government official, determining all these draw-downs is a coniplicated
and imprecise exercise. Nevertheless, our rough estimates of the consumption
and major draw-downs of HEU are summarized below (see table 4.2 for the
main results).

&

i

1

E

Consumption and draw-downs of lIEU for non-weapon purposes

SavantrahRiver reactors
The Savannah River reactors used HEU fuel. Before 196S, the reactors are

.believed

to have used HEU fuel when making tritium but natural uranium fuel
for plutonium production. Afterwards, the reactors used HEU fuel for both plu.
tonium and tritium production in depleted uranium and lithium targets, respec
tively, and this HEU was about 60 per cent enriched.
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Table 4.2. Estimates or us consumption of HEU, to 31 December 1994

Figures are in tonnes.
category

lIEU

Allocated to the Savannah River reactors

5080

Sent to foreign and domestic civil reactors

35

(minus amount currently stored at DOE sites)
Exported to UK and France for military purposes

10

Consumption in US nuclear wcapon tests

8-17

Dzdicated to naval reactors

76-106

(excluding c. 20 t stored at DOE sites)
Processing losses (3% of total production)
Total
Mid-point

30
209-278
244

As part of early efforts to estimate the amount of weapon-grade uranium produced for wealons, two research groups, one at Princeton University and one at

the Natural Resources Defensc Council (NRDC) in Washington, DC, derived
estimates of the amount of lIEU consumed in these reactors.3 Before 196S, both
groups estimated that about 10 tonnes of 23SU in weapon-grade uranium were
consumed during the production of tritium.
After 196S. the amount of 235U consumed can be estimated from the total
thermal output of the reactors. From the end of Fiscal Year 1968 to the end of
198S, when the reactors were shut down, the reactors produced in total about
31 terrawatt (thermal)-days (TWth-d) of heat. 4 About 90 per cent of this heat
produced by the fissioning of 23'U, or about 28 TWth-d. At 0.96 MIAth-d
ccr gram of 2 35 U fission, about 29 tonnes of 235U fissioned. Another 7 tonnes
wvere converted into 236U, for a total consumption of 36 tonnes of 235U. This
estimate is similar to those given by the Princeton and NRDC groups.
The irradiated HEU fuel in these reactors was reprocessed at the Savannah
River site, and the HEU was recovered and recycled back into the reactors
along with that recovered from research reactor spent fuel at Savannah River
and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and from naval reactor
fuel at INEL. To achieve the desired enrichment level for the fresh production
reactor fuel, fresh HEU metal was also blended with recovered HEU. The
inventory of HEU at the Savannah River site contains the remains of the fuelcycle inventory when the reactors shut down in the late 1980s.
Because the fuel was continuously recycled, determining the actual drawdown of the HEU inventory would require detailed information which we do
not have. However, a rough approximation of the amount of the draw-down in
the HEU inventory is to assume that fresh weapon-grade uranium was provided
3 von Hippel et al and Cochnn et at. (note 2).
4 DOE. Production Reactor Informtaion, Savannh River Plant MWD History'. undated.
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to make up for the 235U consumed by the reactors. In this case, the amount of
lIEU consumed in these reactors is the equivalent of about 50 tonnes of
weapon-grade uranium.
Because the fecdstock for the production reactor fuel came not just from fresh
HEU metal, but also from recovered HEU from naval and civil reactor fuel and
recovered Savannah River reactor fuel, an estimate of 50 tonnes is a minimum
estimate. If the enrichment level of the feedstock was less than veapon-grade, a
greater quantity of HEU would be required to replace the consumed "3U. We
assign an tipper bound of 80 tonnes to account for this possibility.
A drawv-down greater than 50 tonnes of HEU implies that recovered HEU
from naval and civil reactor fuel is included here. To avoid double-counting,
later sections take account of this assumption.
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The United States exportet dabout 25 tonnes of lIEU, at an average enrichment
of 70 per cent, for use iti overseas civil progranmmes (see chapter 8). The
government also supplied about 30-35 tonnes of weapon-grade uranium to its
own civil programmes and other domestic thermal, research and power reactors
(see chapter 8).
Much of the spent fuel fmrom these reactors was sent to DOE sites for repro
cessing or storage. This 11EU would be included in either the site inventories
listed in figtire 4.1 or con sumed in the Savannah River production reactors.
Inventories of HEU at D)OE-owned reactors at the end of 1993 are also
included in figure 4.1.
Based on estimates giv en in chapter S. about 21-24 tonnes of HEU are
already included in inve ntories at the DOE sites listed in figure 4.1 or
consumed in the Savannal 1 River reactors. The rest, about 34-36 tonnes, has l
been consumed in civil rca ctors, or is located at domestic and foreign civil fuel j
fabrication facilities, non-I )OE civil reactors or overseas civil reactors. A midpoint of 35 tonnes is used i n table 4.2.
Naval reactorprogramnie
Until 1992, the USA prod uced large quantities of weapon-grade uranium (in
this case 97 per cent enrich ed) for naval reactors. After the cut-off in HEU production for weapons in 19'64, most of the HEU produced has been for naval
reactors.
Since the Nautilus first bbegan operation in 1954, US naval nuclear-powered
ships have steamed over 100 million miles and have operated over 4300
reactor-years.S In Mtarch 1994, the US fleet had about 150 reactors in about 120
5Testimony of Admiral Bruce De%1ars. Director. Naval Nuclear Propulsion. before the Subcommitte'
on Entrgy and Water Development. in Energy ardltWc-erDeveloprnentApproprialionufor1995. 11edrin s
before the Subcommitte: on Energy and Wa:er Developmcnt, Committee on Appropriations, US House of
Representa:ives. 103rd Congress ( US Government Prir.:ing Office: Washington. DC, 1994). Part 6.
pp. 761-S09; and Testimony of Adi IniraI Bruce DeMas. Director. Naval Nuclear Propulsion. before the
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submarines and surface ships, and in land-based prototypes.6 In line with the
end of the cold war, the current number of ships represents a decrease of over
26 reactors and 24 ships since 1991. In addition, the Defense Department has
cancelled many orders for new ships; for example, it cancelled plans for 40 ncev
nuclear-powered submarines in the past few years. It will shut down six of
cight land-based prototype and training reactors.
The cores for new ships are expected to last sufficiently long that refuelling is
either unneccssary or required only once during the life of the ship. This is a
major advance since the initial Nautihls core, which lasted onl) about two
years. The reactors to be placed in new attack-subinarines wvill last about 30
years-the expected life of this type of ship. The reactors for Trident submarines are expected to last 20 years, and those put in aircraft carriers wvill last
25 years-both types will need one refuelling.
Since the portion of the Portsmouth enrichment plant that can make weapongrade uraniurm was closed in 1992, naval reactors now depend on the existing
inventory of weapon-grade uranium. So far, the US Navy is demanding that
virtually all of the DOE's current and projected excess WGU be reserved for
possible use in naval reactors, despite the fact that this amount would meet
naval requirements for hundreds of years.
The amount of HEU dedicated through 1994 to naval reactors can be derived
from estimates of the number of reactor cores procured historically and the
average amount of HEU per core.

K..

K....

Cores procured. In total, an estimated 600-750 cores had been procured by
the Navy by 1995. This estimate is based on the following considerations.
According to congressional testimony by Admiral Rickover in the 1960s and
1970s: (a) by 1969, 297 cores had been procured and 66 refuellings had
occurred; (b) by 1974, 409 cores had been procured and 124 refuellings had
occurred; and (c) by 1979, 50S cores had been procured and 166 refuellings had
occurred. 7 Extrapolating these numbers linearly implies that about 200 cores
were procured between 1979 and 1989, when drastic down-sizing in the Navy
began. Another 50 cores are estimated to have been procured since then,
bringing the total to about 750 cores.
This estimate is probably an upper bound for the number of cores procured
up to and in6luding 1995. During this period, core lifetimes had been increasing, and therefore fewer refuellings had been needed. Because US Navy policy
is to fabricate cores several years ahead of deployment, a core would bc made
five to seven years before it was needed in a ship and, thus, a core procured in
the late 19SOs would have an expected deployment date in the mid-1990s.

Subcommittee on Energy and water Developrr.ent. in Energy and IV'a:erDes eloplrert Appropriatrinsfor
1992. Hearings before the Subcommittee on Energy and W'ater Developrnr.t. Committee on Appropriations, US Hous: of Rcpresentatives. 102nd Congress (US Governmnrt Printing Office: Washington, DC.
1991). Part 6. p. S71.
6Tcstimony of Admiral DeMars. 1994 (note 5). p. 762.
7 Cochran et c!. (note 2). p. 185. footnote 12.
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Since this period has been one of drastic cut-backs in naval ship orders, it is
assumed that fewer orders have occurred since the mid-19SOs.
Core procurement can be better understood by considering information about
the refuelling and construction of reactors. Until 1994, the Navy has completed
over 300 reactor-core refuelling or defuellings, with about 35 cores defuelled
from early 1991 until early 1994.1 In 1994, about 28 reactors were being
defuelled or refuelled. (The reactors currently being defuelled have operated
between 15 and 20 years. 9) At the end of 1993, the Navy had 156 operable
reactors aboard ships, six prototype and training reactors, 16 reactors for ships
being built and 60 deactivated reactors, for a total of 23S reactors built to the
end of 1993.1o In total, therefore, over 500 co-es are known to have been procured. This estimate does not include cores procured for future refuellings, perhaps enough to last for iany years. This requirf ment is assumed to represent
another 100 cores..A minimum estimate is therefore about 600 cores procured
until 1994.
HEU per core. The NRDC has estimated that the first 200 cores cach contained an average of about 80 kcg of weapon-grade uranium, and subsequent
ones had an average of 200 kg of wveapon-grade uranium." The latter cores
would be expected to last an average of 20 years. Applying NRDC's estimates
of core size, 600-750 cores would have required more than 96 tonnes and less
than 126 tonnes of weapon-grade uranium. We take the mid-point of this
range-I I I tonnes-as the total amount of weapon-grade uranium dedicated to
cores for naval reactors up until the end of 1994.

"';

Spcnt fiuel. Until the early 1990s, naval spent fuel was sent to the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory for chemical reprocessing. About 9 tonnes of
235U were recovered from this fuel until 1984, and a fewv more tonnes were
recovered afterwards. 2 Recovered HEU from the Idaho facility was sent to the
Y-12 Plant for further processing and then used to fuel the Savannah River production reactors, but this practice has been suspended. The reprocessing plant is
now shut down, and naval fuel vill be stored, pending eventual geological disposal.
The 300 cores unloaded by the end of 1994 would have initially contained an
estimated 36 tonnes of 97 per cent enriched uranium. If about 50 per cent of the
2)3U was consumed, the spent fuel wvould contain about 17.5 tonnes of 235U, in
about 22 tonnes of HEU. Some of this wvas recovered and part of this quantity

i1

was consumed in the Savannah River reactors, but this contribution is
accounted for above.

W.
I Testimony of Admnira DeMars, 1994 (note 5). p. 863.
9 Testirnony of Admiral DclaOrs. 1994 (note 5). p. 765.
10
-US dcfensa systems: nuclear reactors'. Defense end Economy World Report. co. 1290t1051. Mlar.
1994.
' Cocaran etr!.(note 2). pp. 71 and IS5.
12 Ccchran et aL (note 2).
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To avoid double-counting, We assume that about 20 tonnes of HEU from
naval reactors are stored at INEL, Y-12, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory and
the Savannah River Site. Subtracting this quantity leaves a draw-down of
76-106 tonnes of HEU. Most of Ihis HEU has been consumed, is stored in the
form of fresh cores or at fuel fabrication facilities, located in naval reactors or
stored as spent fuel at naval shipyards awaiting shipment to INEL.
Exports to the UK and Franceformnilitaty usC
In 1959, the United States entered into a barter agreement with the UK to
exchange HEU for British plutonium. Later, Britain entered into an enrichment
service contract for weapon-grade uranium. The total estimated amount of lIEU
exported to Britain for weapons and naval reactor fuel by the end of 1995 is
about 10 tonnes (see section V on the UK).
Also in 1959, the United States committed itself to supply about 0.5 tonnes of
weapon-grade uranium to France for use in the development and operation of a
land-based prototype submarine reactor.
Nuclear weapon tests
In total, the United States conducted 1054 atmospheric and underground
nuclear explosions.'3 During the period 1963-92, the DOE stated that 63 of its
tests involved more than one device, for a total of 15S separate explosions..
Certain tests had as many as six nuclear explosive devices in a single vertical
shaft. This practice was primarily a cost-saving measure and was allowed under
the 1974 Threshold Test Ban Treaty. A test under.this Treaty can involve two
or more underground explosions as long as they are detonated within 2 km and
0.1 seconds of each other.
As of mid-1996, the DOE had not released information about the amount of
iHEU consumed in these test explosions. Because later tests have had smaller
thermonuclear yields than earlier tests, and primaries have tended to shift to
plutonium only, these tests probably consumed less HEU than would be
expected by assuming a standard 15-30 kg of HEU per device, or about
17-34 tonnes of HEU in 1149 detonations. Based on preliminary information
supplied by the DOE, which had determined the amount of HEU consumed in
its tests, we lower our estimate by half to 8-17 kcg per explosion. This lower
result could possibly be explained by assuming that the roughly 500 tests
officially listed as having yields less than 20 kt that occurred since the early
1960s contained little or no HEU and were essentially tests of plutonium
primaries.

US Department of Enurgy. 'Openn~ess press conference: fact sh'eets', Re-vision I. 'Washin.-ton, DC.
231
4
27 June 199 , pp. 140-6t1.
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Processing losses

*

Relatively large quantities of HIEU were lost during the production of HEU and
subsequent fabrication into weapon components and reactor fuel. The losses are
Xassumed to be 3 per cent of total HEU production or about 30 tonnes of HEU.
Otherdrawv-downs

The USA has probably used 1iEU in more applications than discussed above.
However, the additional amount cannot be estimated from the available
information. In addition, re-enriching LIEU to wveapon-grade would in effect be
another difficult-to-estiniate draw-down.
*t

.

Inventory of -IEU in weapons or at the Pantex Plant

'

Subtracting the above draw-downs and the amounts at the sites shown in
figure 4.1 leaves about 490 tonnes of IIEU at the DOE's Pantcx site and in
nuclear weapons tinder the authority of the Defense Department. The
uncertainty in this estimate is about 10 per cent.
Aniountrin active weapons

It has been estimated by Stan Norris and William Arkin that in mid-1994 the
USA had approximately 9250 operational nuclear warheads, 8300 in its

strategic and 950 in its tactical arsenals.' They later estimated a stockpile of
14.900 warheads in 1994, implying that about 5600 weapons are in a reserve or
awaiting disassembly."5
In early 1995 they estimated a post-START 11 arsenal of about 4000 war.heads for strategic forces and 450 warheads for non-strategic forces. In addition, they posit a reserve stockpile of about 3500 warheads that would allow a
reconstitution of additional strategic forces, for a total of about 8000 vwarheads.16
Because warheads vary in their requirements for HEU, accurate assessment

of the HEU inventory in weapons is not possible without more information.
Nevertheless, assuming 15-30 kg of liEU per warhead, 9250 operational
-weapons would contain about 140-280 tonnes of HEU, with a mid-point of
210 tonnes. Subtracting this mid-point from the estimated 490 tonnes of HEU
derived above and adding uncertainties, about 280± 120 tonnes are either in
various reserves, in storage at the Pantex Plant or in weapons awaiting disassembly but not shipped to Pantex.
14 Norris. R. S. and Atkin. WV.
M.. 'Nuclear notebook: U.S. strategic nuclear forces, end of 1994'.

vol. 50.no. 4 (July/Aug. 1994). pp. 61-63.
Norris. R. S. and Arkin. W. M.. 'Nucl:ar notebook: U.S. strate-ic nucl ar forces. end Of 1994.
Bu!tLn
of the Aron-c Scierdvisrs. vol. 50. no. 6 (NovIDec. 1994). pp. 58-59.
16
"Norris, R. S. and Arkin. WV.
M.. '*Nuclear not-book: U.S. strategic nuclear forces, end of 1994'.
Buttedi ofg heA romic Scier.:is. vol. 51, no. I (JaniFeb. 1995). pp. 69-71.
Blledn of theA:ornicSciirtists.
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!e 4.3. Estimated allocation of US highly enriched uranium, 31 December 1993
res are in tonnes.
:ory

HIEU

production (DOE estimaite)
umption and draw-downs
inventory in weapons. reserve and associated categories, including excess
sites (not including Pantex)
e nuclear arsenal
ntex. in reserve. awaiting disassembly

994,
- 245 + 35
749.±SG
259
210 + 70
2S0 + 120

.verae ~80% 235U.
he range is increased to reflect additional uncertainties.

rint at the PantexPlant, in reserve or ?rot )yctdisasscmnbled
DOE is dismantling between 1000 and 2000 warheads a year at teie Pantex
From the end of Fiscal Year 1989 until April 1994, when Pantex was
Ad temporarily for safety reasons, the DOE dismantled about 7100 war;.17 Since Rocky Flats produced its last pits in November 19S9, which were
nbled into weapons by the summer of 1990, few weapons have been built.
number of 7100 warheads should therefore represent a draw-down in the
number of weapons.

DOE stated in late 1992 that the Pantex site stored about 3400-3S00 pits
dismantled weapons at the beginning of the fourth quarter of 199? and
:3900-4300 pits by the first quarter of 1993.1S From the beginning of 1993
?ril 1994, another 2482 weapons have been disassembled, bringing the
stored at that time to about 6400-6800 pits. Most of the pits from weapons
intled since 1989 therefore appear to remain at Pantex.
EU is used in both the fission primary and the thermonuclear secondary.
xigh HEU from dismantled secondaries is sent for storage at the
Plant, 1IEU in pits would remain at the Pantex Plant. Using the above
-ate of average HEU per warhead, the 7100 warheads dismantled from the
f Fiscal Year 1989 to April 1994 would contain 105-210 tonnes of HEU,
a mid-point of about 160 tonnes. The Y-12 Plant had an inventory of
.onnes of HEU metal as of spring 1994, which should include a major
sn of the HEU from weapons disassembled since 1989. This assessment
fore suggests that most of the 2S0 tonnes estimated as neither in operaI weapons nor at Y-12 is at Pantex either in composite-core pits or await:sassembly, in weapons awaiting disassembly but not shipped to Pantex, or
various reserves. Table 4.3 summarizes this discussion.

0E. 'Openness press conference, fact sheets'. 27 June 1994. pp. 169 and 17*.
0E. 'Environmental assessment for interim storage of plutonium componr..:s at Pantex', DOF/EA'ec. 1992. pp. 4-I and 4-7.
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Table 4.4. US highly enriched uranium inventories, declared excess, 6 Febnrary 1996
Location

Form of HEU

Oak Ridgc site
(Y'-12. 1-25. Oak Ridge National
Laboratory)

Metal
Oxides
Unirradiated fuel
Irradiated fuel
Other fonns
Sub-total
Metal
Oxides
Unirradiated fuel
Irradiated fuel
Other forms
Sub-total

Idaho National Enginecring Laboratory

Portsmouth Plant (GDP)

Savannah River Site
Pantcx plus planncd dismantlement
Rocky Flats site

Hanford site (Richland)

Oxides
Other forms
Sub-total
Sub-total
Metal
Sub-total
Metal
Oxides
Unirradiated fuel
Other forms
Sub-total
Metal
Oxides
Unirradiated feel

Los Alamos Na:ion

tl

Laboratory

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Sandia National Laboratories

Irradiated fuel
Other forms
Sub-total
Metal
Oxides
Unirradiated fuel
Irradiated fuel
Other forms
Sub-total
Irradiated fuel
Other forms
Sub-total
Metal
Oxides
Unirradiated fuel
Irradiated fuel
Other forms
Sub-total

Excess (t)
63.1
2.7
10.6
0.6
7.9
84.9
1.6
1.7
2.8
16.6
0.6
23.4
7-3
15.2
22.5

22.0
16.7
16.7
1.9
<0.1
<0.6
<0.4
2.8
<0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3

0.1
0.5
<0.1
0.3
0.1
<0.1
<0.1
0.S
0.2
<0.10

<0.3
<0.1
0.1
<0.1
0.1
<0.10

0.2

i
II

i
II
I
i

i
II
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Form of HEU

Excess (l)

Metal
Oxides
Unirradiated fuel
Irradiated fuel
Other fomis

< 0.1
0.2
0.2
< 0.1
< 0.1

-

0.5

Sub-total

174.3
*r fuel, which is characterized as unirradiatcd or fresh fuel at other sites.

S Departmcnt of Energy, Openness Press Confcrencc .Press Conferencc Fact Sheets'
:nt of Energy: Washington, DC, 6 Feb. 1996).

.HEU

*

-ed States has a large cxcess of HEU. If all forms of HEU are conthen the total estimated excess is about 540 tonnes assuming an active
f over 9000 operational nuclear weapons. Most of this HEU is in metal
a significant quantity is in forms that make recovery difficult. Ignoratter category and counting only the metal at the Y-12 Plant and Rocky
uranium hexafluoride at Portsmouth, and the 280 ± 120 tonnes estivove, the USA has up to about 450± 120 tonnes of HEU that is
y surplus and relatively easy to recover. How much of this material is
trade is unknown as of mid- 1996.
t of its fissile material cut-off initiative launched in the autumn of
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.rtment
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* Clinton Administration offered in September 1994 to let the IAEA
bout 10 tonnes of HEU at the Y-12 Plant. This offer is part of a US
ation to begin demonstrating its commitment to the irreversibility of
I ar disarmament process. The USA has said that this material will not
-awn from safeguards for any nuclear weapon or other nuclear exploose. This pledge, however, does not forbid withdrawing the HEU from
!s for use as naval reactor fuel, although such a withdrawal is currently
alikely.
larch 1995, President Clinton announced that another 200 tonnes of

.terial would be permanently withdrawn frdm the US nuclear weapon
. In February 1996, the DOE provided detailed information about this
ock. About 174 tonnes of this material is HEU, which is in many
forms, including metal, reactor fuel elements, and chemical comad solutions (see table 4.4). About 33 tonnes are enriched over 92 per
142 tonnes are enriched to between 20 and 92 per cent.19 According to
'ficial, the reason for the relatively low percentage of WGU is that the
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of Enersy, 'Openness Press Conference: Press Confcrcnce Fact Sheets' (DepFrtment

*ashington, DC, 6 Feb. 1996).
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US Navy insisted that WGU be reserved for its potential needs. Table 4.4
provides a list of the location and amounts of this excess HEU.
The vast majority of the HEU comes from the stock of 259 tonnes declared at
DOE sites (see figure 4.1). About 50 tonnes of the excess HEU are scheduled to
be given to the US Enrichment Corporation where it is expected it will be
blended down to LEU. These 50 tonnes will come from inventories at the
Portsmouth and Y-12 plants.
The DOE expects to increase the amount of fissile material declared excess to
weapon requirements. As weapons are dismantled, more excess HEU could be
removed from the weapon inventory. Under current US plans, however, this
quantity is not expected to increase significantly, at least this century.
Clinton's 1995 announcement means that the United States is turning over a
large proportion of its non-weapon-grade HEU stock to civil uses and preserving most of its WGU for naval reactors. However, any naval requirement,
which amounts to at most a few tonnes of WGU a year, is far less than the rate
at which WGU will become surplus.
During 1995, the DOE wvas considering three main options for its excess
HEU: (a) continued storage as HEU for up to several decades and then blending it down to LEU; (b) blending down the -HEU into LEU for commercial
reactors; and (c) blending down to LEU and disposing of the LEU as low-level
nuclear waste.
The DOE has not decided the quantity of HEU that will be blended down into
LEU and used commercially within the next decade. Of the 174 tonnes declared
excess already, a total of 103 tonnes could be blended down for commercial
use.20 The exact amount will be determined by many factors, including available industrial infrastructure to blend down HEU, legislative and policy decisions, and future market conditions.

Ii

IV. The forner Soviet Union
Despite more openness in other nuclear areas, the Russian Government remains
ufiwilling to release information on its historical enrichment production.
Although a considerable amount of information about its enrichment facilities
has been released in the past few years, most of it concerns the current gas centrifuge programme. Unlike the US case, there is little information about historical Russian enrichment capacity and output. The focus of this section is to gain
a better understanding of the history of the Soviet enrichment complex in order
to derive estimates of both the historical capacity and total HEU production.
Energy Minister Viktor N. Mikhailov said in the autumn of 1993 that Russia
had an inventory of 1250 tonnes of HEU. This statement has been challenged
by many US and Russian officials, and Mlikhailov has been unwilling to clarify
or add support to his statement. As shown below, Russian enrichment capacity
2

0 DOE (note 19).
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was large enough to have produced this quantity of HEU, particularly if some
of the HEU was not weapon-grade.
The HEU is in many chemical forms, although the vast majority of it is
bably in metallic form. Other forms are expected to include uranium oxide
lids, uranium fluoride gas, and irradiated and fresh fuel. The HEU is located
at scores of locations within the former Soviet Union; US and Western officials
regularly question whether Russia has an accurate knowledge of the quantity of
HEU at many of these sites.
As part of an offer to the USA to stop fissile material production for
weapons, the Soviet Union announced in October 19S9 that 'this year it is ceasing the production of HEU'. 2 ' The Soviet Union actually stopped making lIEU

.

for defence purposes in 19SS."2 It is unclear how much more HEU was pro-

duced for non-weapon purposes after this date, although the total amount of
HEU is probably small. Production ceased by the early 1990s.
Besides freeing a considerable amount of enrichment capacity for civil uses,
including exports, this step represented the end of a massive effort to make
HEU that began immediately following World War II. By the early 1990s the
Russian enrichment complex had a total capacity of about 20 million SWU per
year, all derived from gas centrifuges. 2 '
The development of the Soviet enrichment complex
In 1945, following the US detonation of atomic bombs over Japan, the Soviet
Union launched a coordinated effort to research and develop several uranium
enrichment methods, principally gaseous-diffuision and electromagnetic
methods. In 1946, the Soviet Union also started developing the gas centrifuge.
In its early enrichment efforts, the Soviet Union received significant assistt from German and Austrian scientists who had either been captured at the
of World War II or who had volunteered to work in the Soviet Union.
Many of them worked at institutes near Sukhumi, on the Black Sea and in the
former Soviet republic of Georgia.
Gernot Zippe, one of the captured scientists, said that the initial leader of the
German scientists, Manfred von Ardenne, was summoned to a meeting with
high officials in Moscow soon after the USA dropped atomic bombs on Japan. 241
At this meeting, Ardenne was told that the USSR wanted the captured scientists
to help them make nuclear weapons. Ardenne reasoned that if they worked on
21 Petrovsky. V. F. Deputy Head of the USSR Delegation to the 44th UN General Assembly. 'State-

ment
on the item entitled Report of the IAEA' 25 Oct. 1939.
2

tjlikcrin. E.. Baazhenov, V. and Solovjov. G.. 'Directions in the development of uranium enrichment
technology', presented at the 1993 International Enrichment Conference, 13-15 June 1993, Washinoton.
DC. Sponsored by the US Council for Energy Awareness (an earlier, more detailed version of this paper
was also used in this section): and NUEXCO, 'Conversion and enrichment in the Soviet Union',
NUEXRCOMfon:hly Report. no. 272 (Apr. 1991). Ths latter source says that HEU production was halted in
1987.
23 Hart, t.. 'ISEC claims AVLIS ready by 2000, MINATOM pushes centrifuge technologies'.
Nuclear Fuel. II Sep. 1995. pp. 3-4.
24 Zippe. G., Priv:e communication to one of the authors. July 1993.
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